**Feature**

**The Tech weathers blizzard**

By Benson Magallones

Last Sunday looked like a good day for The Tech. It was the first issue of a new volume, and every electronics company in the United States seemed to have decided that the snow should start to happen. The current crop of MIT electrical engineers. The result was three full pages a week and many, smaller ones. Thus a profitable, or at least jargon, would have it, "winning" sixteen page issue is born. That evening the stuff began the long process of preparing the ads and editing all of the copy.

Monday arrived and those few members of the staff who were not helping APO with registration in DuPont worked all day and into the evening. Sixteen page issues are always long jobs, but this one also suffered from an understaffed production staff. We would have been lucky to get the issue finished by four or five in the morning. Outside it was snowing.

At 6:45 am Tuesday, production. Please turn to page 5.

---

**Making an Announcement?**

Whether you are presenting a seminar, offering a course, organizing a protest or throwing a party, The Tech Production Shop can meet your typesetting needs. When you want to attract attention, our equipment

bewildering ASSORTMENT OF bizarre type styles.

If, on the other hand, your needs are more complex, our computerized text editing and justification system can handle the most intricate document.

As for our capacity to handle major efforts, the Freshman Handbook is just one of the big jobs that pass through our shop every year, not to mention The Tech itself.

And our staff has the experience to advise you on the most effective presentation and the expertise to put it together.

The Tech, not just another pretty (type) face.

---

**Postponed Interviews at the Placement Office 12-170**

Students who missed scheduled placement interviews last week because of the snow should check with the Career Planning and Placement Office, Room 12-170, to see whether the interviews are being rescheduled. Many companies are either rescheduling their visit or making other arrangements to get in touch with students who planned to see them. All companies will receive the resumes of students who were on their schedule.

---

**For centuries we've wound our clock by hand. And for centuries we've made Cuervo Gold by hand.**

At the Cuervo distillery it's almost as if time has stood still. Our Blue Maqueyes are nurtured by hand, picked by hand, and carried to the ovens by hand, as they have been since 1795. It is this continuing dedication to tradition that makes Cuervo Gold special. Any way you drink it Cuervo Gold will bring you back to a time when quality ruled the world.

Cuervo. The Gold standard since 1795.